MARC Format for Medieval
Manuscript Images

SARA SHATFORD LAYNE

Although it was developed primarily for the cataloging of modem printed books,
the MARC (MAchine-Readable Cataloging) format is versatile enough to be used in
the cataloging of materials that are neither modem, nor printed, nor books. As
evidence of its versatility, this paper will review the use of the MARC format in the
creation of the Index of Medieval Medical Images, or IMMI, a project funded by the
National Library of Medicine. l
Dr. Ynez Viole O'Neill, professor of the History of Medicine at the University of
California, Los Angeles, is directing the IMMI project, and sheis assisted by Dr. Mark
Infusino, the project manager, whose Ph. D. is in Medieval Studies. The goal of the
project in its current stage is to identifY and index medical images in medieval
manuscripts currently located in North America; Dr. O'Neill estimates that there are
approximately 6,000 of these images.
The images in IMMI include a wide range of illustrations, some that are
emphatically medical in nature, and some that are less obviously so. Some of the
images are found in medical texts, and some are found in such nonmedical texts as
Books of Hours. Three IMMI images illustrate this paper, and give some idea of the
variety of the images and their sources. (The images and the MARC records for them
follow the article.) Figure 1 shows part of a diagram that indicates the diseases that
afflict various parts of the hody. The rest of the diagram, showing the remaining parts
of the body (and their attendant diseases) appears on the three pages of the
manuscript that follow the two-page spread reproduced here. This diagram comes
from a collection of miscellaneous medical texts produced in Bohemia in the midfifteenth century. Figure 3 shows two men on crutches approaching some sort of
medical practitioner, whom we have arbitrarily called a physician for purposes of
indexing. This image appears to have only a tenuous connection with the text it
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illustrates, an early fifteenth-century French translation of Bartholomaeus Anglicus,
De proprietatibus rerum. Figure 5 shows the saints Cosmas and Damian performing
the miracle in which they transplanted a leg from a dead Ethiopian to a living person
whose leg had been recendy amputated. This illustration, although medical in
nature, does not come from a medical text, but from a late thirteenth-century French
manuscript of Jacobus de Voragine's Legenda aurea .
In creating records for the images in IMMI there were three broad goals: the first
was to provide for a clear and useful deSCription of the images; the second was to
provide appropriate access to the deSCriptions of the images; and the third was to use
existing, widely accepted standards whenever it was possible to do so without
compromising the first two goals. With these goals in mind, the choice was made to
use the MARC format for Visual Materials,' together with Anglo-American CatalogUing Rules, 2nd edition (AACR2)' and Elisabeth Betz's Graphic Materials, a
"manual that provides guidance for cataloging graphiC materials within the general
structure and theory of ... AACR2.'" For subject access vocabulary the choice was
made to use a combination of existing thesauri, with the occasional addition of a
locally devised term.
Since the purpose of this paper is to explore the use of the MARC format in the
cataloging of medieval manuscript images, the emphasis here will be on the ways in
which the MARC format helps to meet the stated goals, although some discussion of
cataloging rules or methods of subject access will be included.
As a preliminary step in explaining the choice of the MARC format, let us review
not only what the MARC format is, but also, and especially, what it is not. It is not
a set of cataloging rules, although it is used in conjunction with cataloging rules. The
MARC format is not a system for indexing or for retrieval, although the use of the
format can make both indexing and retrieval more precise and efficient. It is also not
a system for displaying records, although using the MARC format can make a variety
of displays possible. We are accustomed to seeing the MARC format applied in
combination with various editions of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules to
create records that then become part of large bibliographic databases, and these
databases tend to have certain common limitations in methods of indexing, retrieval,
and display. However, we must remember that these limitations are not inevitable.
As systems and their creators and users become more sophisticated, as technology
improves, these limitations may be overcome. The MARC format is really only a set
of codes that define categories of information. The chief question that should
concern us is: are the categories of information defined by the MARC format
appropriate for the materials with which we are working?
In order to answer this question for the IMMI project, the cataloging consultant
examined prototype index entries that had been prepared by Drs. O'Neill and
Infusino before the consultant was engaged. These prototype entries showed the
kinds of information that Drs. O'Neill and Infusino considered to be important
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before they had been exposed to the MARC format and Anglo-American cataloging
traditions. So, just as Dr. Mayo experimented with using the MARC format for
manuscripts by trying to code entries from the Huntington Library catalog,' the
consultant tried to code the prototype IMMI index entries using the MARC format
for Visual Materials . In addition to using the MARC format to code the entries, the
consultant also recast the content of the entries to conform to the cataloging rules
mentioned above.
The new records were a success: Drs. O'Neill and Infusino generally preferred
the new records, for several reasons: first, they liked the new order in which the
information was presented, as it emphasized the image over the manuscript (although the order of information is really more dependent on cataloging rules and
systems than on the format itself); second, they saw the advantage of including certain
new categories of information, which they had not considered, such as the physical
description of the illustration; and third, they liked the new-found ability to identifY
specific kinds of information, such as topical subject or place of creation, for indexing
and retrieval. In the areas where the new records omitted important information, the
consultant decided to deviate from standard practice in order to accommodate that
information. The IMMI project is able to do this because it is using, at least at the
moment, an independent, self-contained system. Deviations have also been carefully
documented, and made in such a way that they could be converted to standard
practice or deleted from the IMMI records when, or if, those records are put into a
larger, more standard, system such as UCLA's online catalog, ORION.
Figures 2, 4, and 6 show examples of the records that were based on the prototype
records, but which follow the chosen rules and are coded using the MARC format.
Figure 7 lists the MARC fields that are most frequently used for IMMI records,
together with brief definitions of these fields. Double asterisks indicate departures
from standard practice.
It should be pOinted out that the IMMI records are created following the subset
of AACR2 cataloging rules (and MARC format instructions ) that apply to the
deSCription of component parts (in ISBD and MARC format terminology) or "In"
analytics (in cataloging terminology). These rules make it possible to create individual
bibliographic records that describe, for example, chapters in books, or, in the case of
IMMI, illustrations in medieval manuscripts. Dr. Mayo alludes to these rules in the
context of describing parts of manuscripts'
The MARC fields 007 and 008 are displayed in an OCLC-like form used by the
microcomputer software program, MINARET, which the IMMI project is using.
The content of the 245 field or title statement depends on the catalOging rules
one chooses. Although Betz's Graphic Materials instructs the cataloger to devise a
title only as a last resort, that is, when there is no caption or other source for a title,
the IMMI project has chosen to use devised titles under all circumstances. All titles
of images in IMMI records are therefore brief deSCriptive statements formulated in
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English and enclosed in square brackets. Any captions that appear with the image are
recorded in a note field. The decision to employ devised titles exclusively was based
at least in part on expediency, but also on the perception that a devised title would
be more useful, especially to those users of the index who could not read Latin or
Greek.
The 5XX fields, the various fields that start with the num ber 5, are used for notes.
While the format defioes some note fields quite specifically, it also leaves one field,
the 500 field, which is repeatable and which is a kind of catch-all field for information
that isn't categorized elsewhere. Some of the kinds of information that IMMI places
in 500 fields include any captions that the image might have and any attributions to
illustrators.
The 520 field, which is an example of a more specifically defined field, is used for
summaries, abstracts, etc. IMMI is using it, as its cataloging rules prescribe, for a
narrative summary that describes the subject of the image. The subject summaries
in the examples were written by the project manager; the style is influenced by the
subject deSCriptions found in the Princeton Index of Christian Art.
Those readers who are familiarwith MARC records for other materials will notice
that there is no 260, or imprint, field in these records. The reason for this is that IMMI
describes images that are integral parts of manuscripts; in other words, IMMI
describes component parts of host items. In cataloging component parts, and in
coding that cataloging in the MARC format, one is supposed to include only that
information that describes the component part; that is, one does not include
information that applies to the host item as a whole. If one knew that the illustrations,
or a particular illustration, had a different date from the host manuscript, then one
would create a 260 field that would include that date. To compensate for the lack of
a 260 field in most of the IMMI records, and because it was felt to be important that
information about the place and date of origin be included in a prominent place in
each record, the fust note field (MARC field 500) gives information on place and date
of creation (for want of a better word) of the image. The placement of the field as the
first note field does represent a slight departure from the chosen cataloging rules.
The 773 field, or host item entry, prOvides a very brief deSCription of, or citation
to, the manuscript from which the illustration comes. Dr. Mayo has raised an
interesting question concerning manuscripts that themselves are really collections
(HM 64 forexample )-<loes one give separate bibliographic records to the individual
pieces, or only to the whole manuscript?' The corresponding question for the IMMI
project is, should the 773 field cite the manuscript as a whole, or should it cite the
particular part of it to which the illustration belongs? So far, IMMI records cite the
wholes rather than the parts.
This problem of describing and linking parts and wholes is particularly interesting and complex. It should be pointed out that the MARC format does prOvide some
means for identifying these parts, wholes, and their relationships to each other in a
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coded way. For example, not only does the 773 field prOvide a citation to the host item,
the control subfield includes a code which tells whether or not the host item being
described is itself a component part of an even larger whole. Generally, and for very
understandable practical reasons, our system deSigners have not taken advantage of
this coding to help people maneuver through the catalog; but our system deSigners
could, and one hopes that perhaps they will.
The 773 subfields that IMMI is using are, in addition to the subfield 7 control
field; subfielda, author (if applicable); subfield s, uniform title; subfield t, title proper;
subfield d, date; subfield k, series; subfield g, relationship information; and subfield
w, record control number.
Making decisions regarding the content of these sub fields, which are supposed
to be based on the bibliographic record for the host manuscript, is difficult, even after
one has decided that the whole manuscript should be cited. Should one formulate
the citation so that it matches preCisely the catalog record (if any) for the manuscript
in the owning institution? Or should one, at the other extreme, "recatalog" the
manuscript according to AACR2, and formulate"the citation on that basis? Either
approach has flaws. If one follows the owning institution's catalog exactly, one's own
catalog or index could easily come to include a variety of name forms for the same
classical author. If one tries to recatalog the manuscript, this creates a lot of extra
work, as well as, perhaps, making the citation unrecognizable to the owning
institution. The compromise the IMMI project has chosen is as follows: for the
author's name, and for the uniform title, use the Library of Congress AuthOrity File
forms; for the title proper and date of the manuscript, copy the owning institution's
catalog.
In what is called the series sub field the IMMI project has made one of its more
serious departures from standard practice. Series , according to AACR2, do not exist
for manuscripts. However, the need to include what AACR2 calls "the repository
designation" in the citation was strongly felt, and so the series subfield is used for this
information. As Dr. Mayo mentions,' our present lack of ability to include the
repository designation in a consistent manner in manuscript records is one of the
problems of applying AACR2 and the MARC format to manuscripts. This subfield
could be deleted if IMMI records were contributed to another database that wished
to follow AACR2 more closely.
Subfield w gives the number of the record containing, in theory, the full
bibliographiC deSCription of the manuscript. However, since the 1M MI project is not
primarily interested in the manuscripts themselves the project is not creating full
bibliographiC deSCriptions for them. IMMI is maintaining a separate file of manusCript records, records that may contain somewhat more information about the
manuscript than does the 773 field in the record for the image . These separate
records were created in order to have a place to put information ahout the
manuscripts that the project manager or project director felt was important, but that
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really didn't belong in the individual records for the images: for example, the name
of the translator of HM 27523 appears in the fuller manuscript record.
The 535 field gives the location of the host manuscript. A case could easily be
made that this field should appear only in the record for the host manuscript, not in
the record for each individual image or component part. However, an exception was
needed here, as with place and date of creation. The feeling of the project directors
was that users of the index should not have to go to the manuscript record for this
information.
The fields in the IMMI records are not in strictly numerical order. They have
been placed in an order that seems to make the most sense of the information that
they contain, and fortunately the system that IMMI is using permits this.
Regarding the subject analysis of the images, the IMMI project is indexing, or
attempting to index, what the image is of as well as what it is about. For example, the
disease figure (figure 1-2) is about disease, but of the human body, and so both of
these terms are entered in the record as subject headings. The MARC format permits
the coding of subject headings to show from which, if any, standard lists they come:
an indicator "2" follOwing the 650 field tag means MeSH, or Medical Subject
Heading; a "0" means LCSH, or Library of Congress Subject Heading' The IMMI
project is also trying to index what the image is, its genre or kind. Where pOSSible, form
and genre terms are taken from DeScriptive Terms for Graphic Materials: Genre and
Physical Characteristic Headings,lO and coded in 655 or 755 as applicable. However,
in the area of genre, new terms must often be created, terms for the different kinds
of diagrams, such as the disease figure, that seem to be important in medieval medical
illustration. There is no provision in the MARC format for identifYing locally created
genre terms, so the IMMI project has been using the 653 field deSignated for use for
"uncontrolled headings" for locally devised genre terms.
All the information in the original prototype records was prOvided for in some way
in the MARC records; the MARC coding also permits (but does not require) more
precise searching and displaying of the information by identifYing what kind of
information it is. Using the MARC format does require some knowledge on the part
of the cataloger as to the various categories of information identified by the MARC
format, although some systems (such as MINARET) make it possible to input records
without ever looking at a MARC field tag. MINARET makes it possible to replace
numerical or alphabetical codes with text deSCriptions of one's choice.
What should happen to this database ofimages? Ifit is intended to be maintained
as a separate entity, why bother with MARC, why be concerned with follOwing
standards? From a purely practical point of view, since a variety of software has been
and is being developed to manipulate MARC records it makes sense to be prepared
to take advantage of this variety of software by coding records in the MARC format.
Furthermore, although the IMMI records may never be added to the OCLC or
RLIN databases, they might at some time be combined with other, similar image
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databases that use the MARC format, such as the National Library of Medicine's
database of medical images from more recent times. Perhaps the IMMI database
should have only a single record, a record that describes the database as a whole, in
a system such as OCLC or RUN, with access under the name of the project and an
inclusive subject heading such as "Medicine, Medieval-Pictorial works."
Some final questions that might be asked about the MARC format's usefulness
include: does it make too many and too sophisticated distinctions? Not enough
distinctions? The wrong kinds of distinctions? The records devised for the IMMI
project show that the format is flexible enough for many purposes and provides
useful, even helpful distinctions. Many, perhaps most, of the problems that the
IMMI project has had to resolve in applying the MARC format lie with cataloging
rules rather than with the format itself.
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Figure 1. John A Benjamin Collection of Medical History. Ms. 10,101. 9Oo-91r. Courtesy of
the History & Special Collections Division, Louise M. Darling Biomedical Library,
University of California, Los Angeles.
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OCLe: VM9Q-000011

Rec stat: n

Type: k Bib lvl: a

Entrd: 90 0 611

Govt pub: u

Lang: lat

Ene lvl:

Type mat : k

etry: xx

Tech: n Mod rec:

Accomp mat:

Dese : a lnt lvl:
COM:k

24500
300
500

5200

FMO : d

Used: 19901030
Source : d Leng: nnn
Oat tp: s MEBE: a

Dates: 1450 ,
OR:o

CL : a

PRS:

SSN :

[Male disease figure].
;tal drawing (5 pages) on paper : ;l!bink. ; ¢Con sheets 220 x 140
mm.
;t:aCreated in Czechoslovakia (Bohemia?) in the mid-fifteenth
;ta

century .
;t:aDet. Disease figure, male, upper body (heart and above) on
91r. Left arm on 91v, right arm on gOy. Figure bearded, arms
outspread, palms forward , some exterior detail of hair, neck,

51 0 3
5103
5103
581
773 0
535 1
6502

650 0
653 1
755
752
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nipples, pectorals, lateral muscles . Lower torso (lungs to
genitals) appears on 92r . Large structure above genitals .
Legs (thighs to toes) appear on 92v. Extensive captioning of
diseases afflicting each part. Some general anatomical terms
included. Diagram and captions rubricated.
¢aO'Malley and Gnudi.
¢aGilhofer-Ranschburg.
;taFerrari.
~Cover of IMMI newsletter, June 1989.
;t7nnbm~[Medical collectanea, 2] ~[ca . 1450] ~(Benjamin MS 10)
;tgfol. 90v-92v. :;twAMC90-000009
;taUniversity of California, Los Angeles . Louise M. Darling
Biomedical Library.
;taDisease ;txcharts
~Body, Human
~Disease figures
;talnk drawings ;tzCzechoslovakia ;tz Bohemia ;ty1450 ;J!:2qmgpc
ifCzechoslovakia ;tbBohemia

Figure 2. MARC record for Figure 1.
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Figure 3. HM 27523, fol. 28v. This item is reproduced by permission of the Huntington
Library, San Marino, California.
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DeLe: VM90-0a 0 008

Ree stat : n

Entrd: 900528

Type : k Bib Ivl : a
Ene Ivl:

Gavt pub : u

Lang: fre
etry: xx

Tech : n Mod ree:
Dese : a Int Ivl:
COM : k
FMD : e

Accomp mat:

Type mat: k
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Used : 19901030
Source : d Leng: nnn
Oat tp:

q

MEBE:

a

Dates: 1401 , 1450

OR : o
CL : c
PRS:
SSN:
2450 0 ~ ( Men on crutches before a practitioner].
~l painting : *bcol. ;
~70 x 80 mrn.
300
~Created in France in the first half of the fifteenth century.
500
5200 :;taDet. (Inc. of Bk. V) -Practitioner (Physician?), 1 ., facing
r . , in skullcap and hooded gown, pointed sleeves, pointed
shoes, holds tall apothecary jar (?) in 1. hand , steadies it

(or makes affective gesture?) with r.; r'

l

facing 1 . , two men

on crutches, both in belted tunics , first hatless, 1. leg
bandaged below knee, bare thigh, second hooded, 1. foot missing (amputated?), shin bandaged to knee ; background black ;
ground green, grassy; illuminated frame attached to initial

"A."
5104
581
7730

;taChronica, 5-6. Aspects of medieval England. :ji!:Cn. 43 open at
fol. 101 v.
-;taCover of IMMI newsletter, Jan. 1989.
=F-7pObm:;taBartho!omaeus, Anglicus, 13th cent. :;ts[De proprietatibus
rerum . Book 5, De hominis corpore. French] ~Livre des proprietes des choses ~[1401-14S0?] ~(HM 27523) ~fol. 28v ~ AMC90 -

000004
5351
65 0 2
65 0 2
65 0 2
650 2
650 2
650 2
650 0
655 7
755
752

-;taHenry E . Huntington Library and Art Gallery .
otaHandicapped
otaAmputees
otaCrutches ~utilization
-;taPatients
-;taPhysicians
~Bandages

;taApothecary jars
~Illustrations =F-z France *y1401-1450 ~2gmgpc
;taPaintings *zFrance ~1401-14S0 *2gmgpc
;taFrance

Figure 4. MARC record for Figure 3.
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Figure 5. HM 3027, fol. 132,-. This item is reproduced by pennission of the Huntington
Library, San Marino, California.
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OCLC: VM90-000006
Ty p e : k Bib lvl : a
Ene lvl :

Rec stat : n
Govt pub : u
Type mat : k

Entrd: 900502
Lang : lat
Ctry : xx
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Used: 19901030

Source : d

Leng : nnn

Oat tp : s

MEBE: 0

Tech : n Mod rec:
Accomp mat:
Dese: a lnt lvl :
Dates : 1300 ,
COM:k FMD:e
OR : o
CL : c
PRS : f
SSN :
24500 ~[SS . Cosmas and Damian, transplantation mirac l e].
300
500
500
520

7730

~l

pa i nt ing on vellum :

~bcol .

;

~image

67 x 67 mm .

in France a t the end of the thirteenth century .
~Title at foot of leaf: Cosmas et Damianus coxam extyopis
infirmo apposuerunt .
~Head of patient , 1 . , propped on backboard of bed, al l
in
~Created

profile; saint (Cosmas ?), nimbed , in red cloak, gray rou nd
h at, holds black leg and bends over foot of bed , slightly
behind ; saint (Dami a n?), nimbed, in blue go wn and pink cloak ,
hold i ng book , hatless, stands b e hind , r . Tesselated background
in black and gold , with sty l ized cityscape at top. Amputa ted
white leg with red- orange spots lies below bed, foregro u nd.
Story on fols . 132v- 133r of ms.
*7pObm~ Jacobus , de Voragine , ca . 1229-1298 . *s[Legenda aureaJ
~ Legenda aurea :;t:d [ca . 1300J :;tk (HM 3027) ~fol. 132r . ;ewAMC90 000002

5351
60000
60000
650 2
650 2
650 2
650 2
650 0
655 7
755
752

~ Henry

E . Huntington Library and Art Gallery .

~ Cosmas ,

~ Saint .

~Damian ,

#cSaint , :;t:dd . ca . 303 .

~ Leg ~ transplantat i on
~L eg

ulcer

~Patients
~Beds
~Miracl e s

* zFrance *y1300 *2gmgpc
*zFrance *y 1300 ~2gmgpc

~Illustrations
~Paintings
~ France .

Figure 6. MARC record f or Figure 5.
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007 Physical description---<X)cled
008 Fixed field
245 Title statement
subfield a, title proper "IMMI uses supplied titles only"
300 Physical description
subfield a, extent of item
subfield b, other physical details
subfield c, dimensions
500 General notes
520 Summary. abstract, annotation, etc.
A narrative description of the subject of the image
510 Citation note (brief form )
Used to specify where the image has been cited. The accompanying records cite

581

bibliographies of medical illustrations in the 510 notes.
Publications note (archival use only)
Used to specilY where the image has been published or reproduced. The
accompanying records show that two of the images have been used as cover
illustrations in IMMI newsletters.

773

Host item entry
subfield 7, control subfield
sub field a, main entry
subfield s, uniform title
subfield t, title proper
subfield d, imprint (date, for mss)
00

subfield k, series data for related item; IMMI uses for repository designationo o

subfield g, relationship information (exact location, for example, folio number,
of the component part in the host item)
sub field w, reoord oontrol number (bibliographic record number of the host
item)
535 Location of originals/duplicates note
first indicator l=holder of originals
600 Subject added entry, personal name
650 Subject added entry, topical
second indicator=subject authority on which entry is based: O=LCSH, 2=NLM
subject heading (MeSH), 4=Source not specified "IMMI is using this for
locally created topical subject headings"
653 Subject added entry, unoontrolled heading "Used by IMMI for locally created
genre term headings··

655 Genre/form heading. IMMI uses terms from DeScriptive Terms for Graphic
Materials (gmgpc in subfield 2)
755 Added entry, physical characteristics. IMMI uses terms from Descriptive Terms Jar
Graphic Materials

752

Hierarchical place name access. Used by IMMI to provide oontrolled access to
place of creation of image

Figure 7. MARC Fields Used Jar IMMI Records.

